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WHEN I BEGAN TO WORK on my doctoral dissertation in 1976, I don’tknow if it would have been possible even to imagine a journal like
Historiography in Mass Communication. And I’m not thinking primarilyabout technology. No, more important than the possibility today topublish digitally is something greater — the more sophisticated intel‐lectual level in our field.As I began to look around for a dissertation topic in 1976, the bestadvice I got was “Find a topic that no one has researched before.” Suchadvice easily translates into “Find an obscure topic.” Of course, themain reason no one would have researched a particular topic, and thereason it was obscure, was that no one was interested in it. So theadvice to find an unresearched topic really boiled down to “Find a topicthat is so unimportant that no one cares about it.” Today, it is hard toimagine any of our outstanding doctoral history advisors giving suchsuicidal guidance.Things have changed greatly since my student days. The field ofmass communication history has become much more vibrant. As justone example, in 1976 the total number of books published that yearabout the history of journalism — whether print or broadcast — was,as best as I can tell, thirteen. Three decades later, in 2006, the number
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was at least forty. Likewise, we have many more professors today who are accom‐plished historians and who have a much more sophisticated under‐standing of what historical study is all about. One impact has been inthe attention that graduate students give to the study of history. In1976, only two or three dissertations on mass communication historywere completed, but by 2006 the number had increased to at least adozen, and the American Journalism Historians Association was seeinga keen competition for its award for the year’s outstanding dissertation,chosen from among many.Perhaps the best explanation for why the field of mass communica‐tion history has improved so much is that we have many more profes‐sors who take history seriously and who understand the principles thathistorical study demands. Obviously, there are contributing factors —reasons such as the founding of the journal Journalism History in 1974and of the AJHA in 1982 and of American Journalism in 1984 and theavailability of more outlets for research (such as the AJHA national con‐vention). But, whatever the reasons, the result is that there are many moreaccomplished historians today than in 1976. They have taught theirown students the methods of historical study, and those students havebecome professors who continue to teach new generations. Doctoralstudents are better trained in history than most professors were in1976. If one were to attend an annual convention of the AJHA today andan attendee, even a student, did not understand the term “primarysources” or “present‐mindedness” — as would have happened in 1976— we would probably think he had shown up at the wrong location,more likely looking for hoofers than historians.The widespread sophistication today does not mean, however, thateverything is rosy. Even though we have many excellent historians,there is no law prohibiting people from calling themselves historians ifthey want to — even if they have not mastered the most basic princi‐
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ples of historical study. In fact, perhaps as many as a quarter of the peo‐ple who claim to be historians have few credentials other than theirclaim. Back around the year 2000 I was working on an edited book ofshort accounts of the history of practices in journalism, and I issued acall for volunteers. It wound up in the hands of one professor, whom Ididn’t know, who got his ph.d. “specializing in communication history”at a prominent midwestern school. My guidelines for the historicalaccounts listed, among other things, the requirement that they makeuse of primary sources. The young midwest graduate submitted hisaccount, devoid of primary sources. I emailed him, repeating the re ‐quirement for primary sources. He sent me a revision, again with noprimary sources. We went through the process half a dozen times.Finally, after several months and six drafts, he implored me to explainto him “what a primary source is.” I found, when I got to know him later,that he was a sincere individual with good intentions but that he hadnever heard the phrase “primary source” during his doctoral program.Instead, the focus was on the “philosophy of history.” He wound upknowing how to talk about philosophy, so‐called, but he had little ideaof how to study history.He and I subsequently became friends. As he applied himself, heeventually became a good historian. But the shortcomings of his ph.d.program are not confined to him. Most professors who claim they arehistorians probably do take history seriously, but there is a group whodon’t. They are the hangers‐on and the pseudo philosophers. They talkabout the field needing “new approaches” or “new theories.” One sus‐pects that they want new approaches because they don’t know whatthe standard approaches in historical study are. Others attended grad‐uate programs that emphasized social science theory and that con‐vinced them that the standard social science approaches should beapplied to history. They call for new theories in history because theydon’t understand the use of theory in history. Unfortunately, they are
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the ones who are most vocal in calling for new ways to study historyand who talk or write most prolifically about how to do it. That is not a paradox. Our accomplished historians understand thepurposes of historical study and the strength of historical methods andthus probably don’t find much motivation to indulge in the speculationsthat consume dilettantes. Sometimes, one suspects, the reason accom‐plished historians don’t get involved in such matters is simply becausethey have no desire to engage in discussion with dabblers. But that hasleft the discussion of approaches — of historiography — in the hands ofthe dabblers.Yet, we have many good historians who truly understand historiog‐raphy and the various issues that one must confront. To know that, oneneeds only to get into a serious conversation at a convention such asthe AJHA or read the books that our historians produce. And when itcomes to historiography, the best informed and most insightful think ‐ers are exactly the ones you would expect: the historians who have atrack record, who write books and well researched articles — and who,oddly enough, rarely participate in such things as conference panelsdealing with “new approaches” to history. So it has not been easy to find historiographical material from goodhistorians in our field. We are hoping this journal will help change that.Most historians with a record of accomplishment perhaps have beenbusy at work on books or other projects and haven’t had time to writeabout historiography. But those historians have much to offer the restof us. We hope the existence of this journal will encourage good histo‐rians occasionally to submit essays. Many of you now reading this newjournal are among them. The study of mass communication history is strong enough that itdeserves and needs serious attention devoted to it. Many, many bookshave been written about historiography, but few have been done inmass communication history. Our field, though, has advanced and hasmany historians who think deeply about what we do. That was not the
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case forty or even thirty years ago. Now, though, the founders of thisjournal are optimistic that our field’s historians, especially those whohave a superior record of achievement, are interested in starting towrite more about historiography. This journal is intended to provide a forum for you to discuss his‐toriography and share your ideas. In each issue we hope to publish sub‐stantive essays by historians who, in the popular venacular, “knowwhat they’re talking about.” Thoughtful consideration of what practi‐tioners do is evidence of the maturity of a field. We believe mass com‐munication history has reached that point.
With this first edition of Historiography, I think we are off to a goodstart. Each of the writers is a former president of the AJHA, and four ofthem have won its prestigious Kobre Award for lifetime achievement.All have been productive authors, and each has given a considerableamount of thought to the nature of historical study and how it shouldbe applied to the field of mass communication history.We’re inaugurating with this first issue a couple of features that wehope to be able to include in issues of Historiography for the foresee‐able future: a Q&A interview with a Kobre prize winner and a secondinterview with the author of a history book that has received criticalpraise. In this issue, those historians are, respectively, Maurine Beasleyand Carol Sue Humphrey.We hope you will find all of the articles enjoyable to read and stim‐ulating as well.
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LET US BEGIN with a proposition: The study of history is the search fortruth about a specific subject. Truth in history, however, can be blurredor even abused. Personal and national interests, popular whims andemotionalism, and the fogs of romantic misperception have distorted it.Propagandists and the entertain ment industry have exploited it.Sometimes it has been employed for purposes harmful to society.Nevertheless, it is worth remembering that the study of history is oneof the most important dimensions of modern thought. It provides theframework for so much in our daily lives and for so many avenues ofscholarly inquiry. It is also the best means available for guaranteeingthe integrity of knowledge about the past. It is also worth rememberingthat the scholarship associated with it is among the most vigorous ofany field of learning and that it contributes to the well‐being of contem‐porary life. The purpose of that scholarship is varied. Curiosity moves somepeople to undertake it; the sharpening of identity en courages others. Inthe case of the former, the simple but timeless de sire to know about sig‐nificant past events and personalities or how things of the present
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came to be provides sufficient reason for seri ous study. The latterserves as a type of collective memory for un derstanding self and socie‐ty, or some group or institution within so ciety. Others embrace thestudy for the broad background it provides for comprehending thepresent and engaging the future. Some turn to it seeking knowledge ofchange; others, of continuity, tradition, and human nature. Some peopleperceive an ethical value in history. They might claim that it fosters asense of humility, stimulates an awareness of other people and cul‐tures, en courages consideration of humanistic (if not eternal) values,and increases appreciation of certain social responsibilities that con ‐cern all humankind. The truth historians seek is neither absolute nor metaphysical.When they refer to truths in history, they mean the state of an histori‐cal subject being in accord with the facts upon which it rests. Theirintent is to have the product of their inquiries be as accu rate a repre‐sentation of an appropriate past reality as it is possible to achieve.1 Itwould appear to be a simple task to articulate the truth in this manner,but that which appears easy can be deceptive and complicated. The endsought can never be achieved in full. In their reconstruction of somepart of the past, historians can only approach complete truth. Yet, forthe sake of present society, even for civilization itself, it is important forhistorians to keep the axiom “truth in history” before them as they pro‐ceed in their work. We shall examine first a sam pling of the problemsthat impair their work and then basic guide lines that can make it asviable as possible.
Obstacles to Truth in HistoryCuriosity about the past, David Hume once said, “excites a regret thatthe history of remote ages should always be so much in volved in obscu‐rity, uncertainty, and contradiction.”2 His reflec tion can apply to thenear as well as the distant past, for every thing that has happened soonbecomes unknowable to some degree. All past events occur in relation‐
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ship to various personal and imper sonal forces. Who can know, muchless express, them all in their endless variety? Everyone who inquiresinto history, moreover, is part of the present and is in some way boundby its social and cul tural standards. Complete detachment is impossibleand probably would be undesirable at any rate. The record of a pastevent is never perfect, nor is the vision of the beholder of that record.Indeed, obsta cles of many sorts abound to fetter the cause of truth inhistory. Im perfect records or poorly understood records can impairknowledge of the people and events of the past. The same can be said ofpersonal prejudice and racial, class, national, and occupational biases.For the purpose of discussion, we shall consider some obstacles totruth created by poor construction and then some related to faultygeneral ization.The burden of proof in history is the responsibility of historians.They must locate and study the evidence, and the quality of the evi ‐dence directly relates to the quality of interpretation. “The first test bywhich any historical work must be judged,” one authority on his toricalmethodology observes, “is how far its interpretation of the past is con‐sistent with all the available evidence.”3 One of the basic rules of re ‐search is that interpretation must be based on an exami nation of thefull record. Yet, publications continue to appear based on inadequatesources. Despite the many excellent, historical studies published in re ‐cent decades, there appears to have been a lowering of stan dards re ‐gard ing sources and documentation of sources. Too often media histo‐rians have failed to resist this tendency. Sound history, however, restson an imaginative and comprehensive search for all available evidencepertaining to the inquiry. In most cases, that search should go back toprimary sources. Also, since the time of Leopold von Ranke, historianshave recognized the rule that all in terpretation is supposed to stand onfact. This has not always been the case.At times some historians have elevated interpretation over fact. Acase in point is the work of certain of the revisionist historians who
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concerned themselves with the origins of the Cold War. In a probingevaluation of their work in 1973, Robert J. Maddox drew at tention tothe fact that their work contained numerous rudimentary errors. Hedemonstrated that it stood on “practices such as splicing together di ‐verse statements to produce fictitious speeches and conversations, al ‐ter ing the meaning of sentences through the use of ellipses, andwrenching phrases out of time sequences and contexts, among otherthings.”4 Other historians soon confirmed his findings. Yet the revision‐ists continued in their work and even found scholarly support for it. Itwould appear that only interpreta tion counted, not documentation.Con sequently, such history little serves the cause of truth, and it givesbite to the statement of the British historian D. C. Watt when he re ‐marked that “American historiography of the Cold War tells us very lit‐tle of the Cold War, but much of the American intellectual history in the1960s and 1970s.”5 History of this sort is only pseudo‐history becauseit contains flawed craftsmanship.Some fallacies that mar history are less intentional than the pre‐ceding case. Again consider the records of history. They are of manysorts, but a general rule of research is this: Trace a point to its bestsource. In many cases this is a primary source, and in some cases a pri‐mary source is an original source.6 Too often writers use secondarysources for the raw material of their works, and thus rely on informa‐tion gathered by other people for other purposes.Too frequently writers also violate another rule of research re ‐garding sources. Historians are supposed to have mastered the art ofdistinguishing between the types and authoritativeness of sourcesused. The newspaper as an historical source can serve as an exam ple.Do historians make adequate allowance for the variation found amongnewspapers? In many cases they do, but too often they fail to make theproper differentiation. There was, for in stance, a great difference in theearly 20th‐century British press between “popular” and “quality” pa ‐pers in terms of size, pur pose, and readership. Nevertheless, historical
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accounts involving the British press at that time often fail to make thedistinction. There are, of course, also many differences among newspa‐pers published in the United States. They vary not only in terms of typeand tone but also in terms of character, which, in the case of an individ‐ual paper, might change in the course of time. The New York Times, forin stance, did not always possess the prestige it enjoys today. In herclassic study of newspapers as historical sources, Lucy Sal mon wrotemany years ago: “The historian cannot evade re sponsibility of at leastattempting to understand the personality of the newspaper if he is tomake use of it as historical material, for upon the personality of thenewspaper as a whole depends its power for good or for evil.”7 His ‐torians who wish to avoid indiscriminate references to sources thatweaken the validity of text will find her advice as relevant today aswhen those lines were written.Regarding the authoritativeness of sources, the New York Times isagain illustrative. It is frequently cited as a newspaper of record and apublication known for its trustworthy news. In many respects, it de ‐serves that reputation. Years ago, however, Walter Lippmann andCharles Merz proved that the Times’ reporting of the Russian Revo ‐lution and its aftermath was full of inaccuracies.8 If the Times’ reportsof such a great event were flawed, it stands to rea son that those of otherpapers probably were, too. In fact, there are many rea sons why news‐paper accounts of events might be flawed, and the time factor in mak‐ing those reports is only the most obvious one. The newspaper is typi‐cal of other historical records. Conditions of creation and preserving ofrecord must be considered in any use of these materials. Historiansshould, therefore, always examine these records with another rule ofresearch in mind: “When looking at this document, what else can beseen?” Another rule of research deserves consideration in order to avoidfaulty construction of argument. Simply stated, it is that con text mustinform text, but in practice it receives too little attention. The word race
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can serve as a case in point. It must be understood in the context inwhich it is used. References to race appear fre quently in the 19th‐cen‐tury press; and on into the 20th, public figures used the word proudlyin speeches. But what did it mean? Theodore Roosevelt and HenryCabot Lodge used it inter changeably with nation. In other cases at thattime it may have had an anthropological, cul tural, or national meaning.Dis tinctions must be made. The same can be said for many other terms(e.g., propaganda, public opinion) that find their way into the records ofhistory. This need to decipher past terminology reminds us that inter‐pretation of the human past requires the ability to interpret its record. If the cause of truth can be hindered by the failure to locate, em ‐ploy, and interpret the record in a proper manner, it can also be ham‐pered by certain tendencies of projecting the present back into the past.These present‐minded fallacies can take many forms, some more pop‐ular than others. In a sense, it can be said that un examined popular his‐torical generalizations blur the search for truth about the past. Too of ‐ten such popular generalizations fail to reflect the real past and becomeexpressions of a fixed idea. Con sider, for instance, how present defini‐tions are projected back into the past with popular usage of unexam‐ined terms such as imperialism, nationalism, or socialism. Such termshave experienced dramatic change over time. David Hackett Fischerprovides the following example of how the static idea of a democraticsociety had influenced popular percep tions of three centuries of Amer ‐ican history:
The result is a historiographical equivalent of the Dance of theSeven Veils, featuring the damsel Democracy herself, and a halfdozen willing helpers. First, Roger Williams helps her out of a som‐bre shroud of Puritan black. Then Benjamin Franklin rends a redcoat with his light ning rod, and Thomas Jefferson tugs off a cover‐ing of Hamiltonian buff and blue, to expose an earthy homespun ofOld Hickory brown. The rude garment falls to pieces, re vealing a
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cloak of Confederate gray, which Lincoln re moves with magnani‐mous gestures. Next there is a gilded robe, embroidered with BlackFridays and costly touches of Tweed, which miraculously yields toa checkered cloth of Pop ulist red and Progressive lily white, with afree‐silver lining. The last veil finally falls away, and beauteousColumbia stands revealed, with a blue eagle tattooed on her belly.9
At least that projects the idea through the 1930s. Beyond that we shallhave to imagine what garment would suit “damsel Democracy” duringWorld War II, the Cold War, or in later eras.G. Kitson Clark labeled a particular type of the fixed idea fal lacy“generic statements.”10 He used that term in reference to popular, pres‐ent generalizations about groups of people that can find their way intohistory. The groups may be based on race, creed, class, na tionality,political preferences, and so on. Thus in history, as in mass communica‐tion, many tidy references to “the Ger mans,” “the Protestants,” “thelower class,” and “the media” can be found when in fact the group delin‐eated was far more complex than the image conveyed by the word. Thesame can be said of many other generic groupings. Think of almost anysocial, political, or economic grouping. Are proper distinctions madebe tween “conservatives” and “reactionaries,” between “liberals” and“radicals,” or even between “Fascists” and “Nazis”? Can we refer to theSouth and Southerners? Or, are there really many Souths and, conse‐quently, many Southerners? Do not terms like medieval or Victorianlose much of their meaning when measured against the great vari ety oflife they cover? When we read that a nation wanted this or that, whatare we reading? Germany wanted an empire in the 1880s, wanted warin 1914, and wanted revenge after the Versailles Set tlement of 1919.Who actually wanted these things, and why did they want them? Butmany Germans in the late 19th century had no wish for empire, least ofall for an overseer empire. Furthermore, the largest political party inGermany before World War I was the Social Democratic Party, which
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opposed war in 1914. These popular, unexamined generic referenceslack the necessary precision to be convincing. On the other hand, anygeneralization about such large topics might be uncertain due to itsvery nature. Readers, however, can expect two things of histo rians inthese matters: (a) that they themselves have a clear idea of what theymean by collective references, and (b) that their generic descriptionsrest on evidence.11 Generalizations about the past will al ways exist. Itis the job of historians to make them as truthful as possible.Historians are also expected to recognize national myths for whatthey are and to explain them accordingly. They are intuitive by natureand come out of a shared or imagined historical experi ence. Historians,themselves, and journalists often help to perpetuate them. Althoughthey may serve a national purpose (e.g., they explain confusion, in spirea people, and rationalize policies), they also can outdistance truth. ThePuritan Myth, the New (American) World Myth, the Manifest DestinyMyth, and others have at times been a powerful force working on na ‐tional sentiment. They should be presented in that manner and submit‐ted to the same scrutiny that historians are supposed to give to all largeideas. It should be remembered, too, that national myths can becomeself‐fulfilling prophesies, and at the very least they tend to encouragereductionist thinking. The latter can lead to an unreal conversion ofcomplex into simple issues. It can produce “good vs. bad,” “saints vs.sinners,” and “heroes vs. villains” thinking. Such emotional reduction‐ism represents a seri ous impediment to truth in history.But all reductionism is not of the emotional variety. Some is basedon reason. Consider the problems of causation in history. The effort toisolate causes, locate “the cause,” or measure causes can distort reality.“Every attempt in historical writing,” Jacques Barzun and Henry F. Graffexplain, “to formalize causal descrip tion or make a show of exactitudeby assigning one ‘paramount’ cause and several ‘contributory’ causesends in self‐stultifica tion.”12 This often neglected advice should be abasic rule of his torical methodology. What caused the spread of Chris ‐
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tianity or the passing of Rome in the West? Did capitalism cause Pro ‐testantism, or was the reverse true? What or who caused the brutaliza‐tion of the freed slavesafter the Civil War? Or, in the case of mass com ‐munication, why did the patriot press denounce King George III in theyears before the American Revolution? Why did the penny pressappear when and as it did? Who or what was responsible for yellowjournalism or for the performance of network television coverage ofrecent presidential politics? Problems of causation do not yield simplequantifiable answers. They deal with conditions in time and should bea matter of explanation rather than artificial delin eation.Or, consider the case of determinism and related instances of theuse of theory to explain history. Without entering into a lengthy discus‐sion of history and theory, it can be said that historians in general havehesitations about using theory to explain the past and insist that it beused with care. Art, politics, race, religion, industry, and war are someof the variables of the mainstream of human his tory just as governmentcontrol, technology, commerce, conviction, and passion are some of thevariables of mass communication his tory. All the variables associatedwith any past act must be taken into account, and it is a precariouslyformed generalization that al lows either a single variable or an outsidespeculation to determine the nature of an object under investigation.Sometimes, for in stance, the economic factor is considered the mostimportant in ex plaining human institutions. That thesis cannot be sup‐ported be yond doubt. Human activity is never free of religious, cultur‐al, and psychological influences. Does the “great‐man” theory explainthe workings of the 19th‐century penny press as is sometimes sug ‐gested? Theories both grand and specific are valuable. They con tain in ‐sights that can help to unlock past mysteries. They should not be al ‐lowed, however, to negate the basic rule that history is mul tidi men ‐sional. It occurs in time and space, and it occurs in relation to manyhuman conditions.As the foregoing examples indicate, there are many obstacles to
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truth in history. The first step to take in avoiding them is to recog nizetheir existence. There exists, moreover, a canon of criticism to guidehistorians in their pursuit of the truth about past realities. This largebody of criticism varies somewhat according to the sub ject of an in ‐quiry, but certain of its general features need to be com prehended re ‐gardless of the particularities of a given study. We now turn to a discus‐sion of these general features.
The Critical MethodWhen the renowned Dutch historian Pieter Geyl returned to the lec turehall in 1945, five years after his arrest by the Germans who oc cupied hiscountry, the first thing he addressed for his students was the value ofcriticism. He said it was the “first duty of indepen dent scholarship” andclaimed that it was a bulwark of Western Civi lization.13 Accordingly, hereminds us that careful evalua tion lies at the core of the study of histo‐ry. If it is true, as Carl Becker once said, that everyone is his or her ownhistorian, it is also true that people involved in history must be theirown critics. The canon of criticism they recognize begins with an appre‐ciation of self in his tory.The past may be infinite and immutable, but historians are fal libleand live in a changing present. In recapturing a part of the past, they cannever be free of the present. Consequently, there is a subjective side toall history. The word subjectivity, as Trygve Tholfsen reminds us, “nolonger holds the same terror for us that it did for the theorists of scien‐tific history. For them, ‘subjectivity’ was a demon to be exorcised, inorder to produce knowledge of pristine ‘objectivity.’”14 Today histori‐ans still value the ideal of objectiv ity and desire to discover how thingsreally were, and no one wants history to be shaped by unguarded sub‐jectivity or unrestricted rela tivity. How do they deal with the subjectivefactor? They try to see themselves in the larger picture of their studyand to recognize their own presuppositions and values — to be mind‐ful of self. Barzun and Graff cite this ability to “see around themselves”
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or “self‐awareness” as one of the qualities historians most need to de ‐velop. Construed in this way, “subjectivity” is far removed from “bias.”It should be considered as part of historians’ judgment, much in themanner that honesty and accuracy are part of that judgment. “An objec‐tive judgment,” Barzun and Graff observe, “is one made by testing in allways pos sible one’s subjective impressions, so as to arrive at a knowl‐edge of objects.”15“Made by testing” is the key idea. It runs all through historicalmethodology. Historians begin by submitting the materials of the pastto testing. No type of evidence is more important to historians than pri‐mary materials. They provide not only information but also a feel forthat information. They can offer an intimate appre ciation of the forma‐tion of policy and opinion, of how events oc curred, and of how institu‐tions operated. The primary record is vast, and the subject of inquirydetermines its type (e.g., written, vi sual, oral, or physical). The mostcommon source is the written record, or a document, and the criticalmethod associated with it is also applicable for many other types ofrecords. In this case, historians first determine the exact type of docu‐ment they are examining. Was it a statement of background informa‐tion or one of command? Was it a public document like a newspaper ora speech? If it were, it must be understood as a public record andjudged accordingly. Many documents like the various journalistic pub‐lications have numerous parts. Each must be un derstood on its owngrounds. A given newspaper, for instance, may have had a limited newscoverage or editorials that attracted little notice, but it may have hadexcellent drama reviews or business re ports. Once historians estab lisha document’s type, they then submit it to tests of external (when neces‐sary) and internal textual criti cism. The former, which ap plies mainlyto original records, estab lishes authenticity; the latter, credibility. Suchtesting becomes au tomatic and is part of the con tinuous effort to dis‐cover the truth about the human past.A body of secondary literature also exists to aid historians in that
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effort, but it too must be scrutinized. It represents a valuable resourcefor contem porary historians, but it can only be used when weighedagainst the content of the appropriate primary records. Both older andnewer authoritative studies should be consulted for the lode of back‐ground and interpretative matter they contain.16 They are often guidesoffering direction and clarification to one’s inquiry. “Every historian,”wrote Oscar Handlin, “must. . . be his own reviewer and assimilate intohis own fund of knowledge the old works of enduring value as well asthe new. That demands the application of rigorous standards of criticalevaluation and assessment.”17The critical process continues when historians proceed to inter pretinformation drawn from historical sources. Interpretation of materials,in this sense, occurs at several levels. First it takes place at the level ofestablishing the meaning of specific objects. Such objects can be called historical facts and should not be con‐fused with data, which can be defined as uncontested routine informa‐tion. Historical facts do not stand alone. They include interpretations,which should be carefully constructed. Questions of the what, how, andwhy of a fact must be addressed, and when needed, there are a varietyof qualitative and quantitative analyses to use in deciphering its mean‐ing. Some questions of self awareness should also be asked to satisfyoneself about the viability of resulting interpretations: Do I understandthe nature of this fact? Do I under stand its vital relations to associatedhuman, cultural, institutional, and physical factors? Do I understand allof the forces that acted upon it? Have I made allowance for the con‐straints to human thought and action that affected it? What authoritydo I have for making this statement about it? Some of the most engaging subjects that concern historians arecom plex and huge in scope. Why, for example, did the Civil War hap‐pen? What were the consequences of the Great Depression? Whatimpact did the press have on the outbreak of World War I or on the ColdWar? What has defined the shape of the modern news media? Such
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questions require a synthesis of many historical facts. Problems occur.There can be too little or too much relevant information available. Theevidence does not always fit together like pieces of a puzzle. Gaps haveto be closed; inferences made. Accordingly, it is necessary to recall thatall historical generalization must derive from evidence and reflect con‐text. In terpretations at this level should convey indications of the spir‐it of the times of the object studied. Inferences must be reason able andbased on probability, and be properly qualified. Beware of “too‐perfect”expla nations.18 They proba bly are imposed on the materials of historyfrom the outside and are apt to be suspect. Avoid the reduction fallacyon the one hand and overextended generalizations on the other. Avoid,too, careless use of words, “all,” “only,” and “never,” for example. At thispoint, more than at any other in implement ing methodology, historiansneed to take their audiences into their confidence. They need to explainhow they resolved particular prob lems of explanation and how theirconclu sions reflect evidence. They should persuade audi ences thatknowledge of what real people did in the past is not only knowable butalso worth knowing. That calls for careful and reflec tive interactionbetween historians and their materials.The use of critical methodology, however, in gathering, deci ‐phering, and explaining historical material cannot guarantee truth inhistory. The perils of faulty composition remain. Proper compo sitionrequires disciplined attention as much as any other element of history.It has its own critical apparatus. Vocabulary needs to be examined andreexamined. Does the language employed have the controls needed toavoid rhetorical excess and misrepresentation? Does it sharpen theoutlines of reality? Ordinary events should not become “amazing,” andqualities of greatness should not be at tributed to ordinary people, oreven to most major historical figures. When the exceptional figure whodeserves to be discussed in terms of possible greatness does appear,the discussion should be a balance of reasons.  Why can such a claim bead vanced for that individual? What were his or her mortal? Be lieva ‐
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bility and accuracy should be the hallmarks of the vocabulary of histor‐ical compositions. The ex act noun must be found to convey the conno‐tation intended; the exact verb, to describe its movement.Moreover, because people should expect both clarity and fresh nessin the history they read, it must be free of jargon, clichés, and slang.There are yet other hallmarks of writing to acknowledge. A logical andnatural sense of order should shape the composition, and a rea sonabletone permeate it. It must have the necessary evidences of documenta‐tion (quotations, footnotes, etc.), and they must be well crafted. Tomake matters more difficult, a historical compo si tion is supposed tohave style enough to save it from dullness and to invite the contempla‐tion of others. It has often been said that histori ans are in part artists,and any historical narrative that overcomes the traps of compositionwhile remaining committed to the real past proves the point.Validity can still be found in the old saying that truth is the be gin ‐ning of wisdom. That idea applies to history, which is committed tofinding the truth in the past and to the idea that present wisdom canbenefit from it. The objective is not an overarch ing truth to explain allthings, but an aggregate of many truths. About these truths historianswill continue to speculate and interpretation will follow interpretation.That ob stacles to truth in history should be avoided whenever possible,and critical methodology employed, is the least that people can expectof historians. In terpretations of the deeds of men and women andevents in the past that fail in these respects will receive the little at ‐tention they de serve. 
NOTES1See, for example, Oscar Handlin, Truth in History (Cambridge: Har vard Uni ‐versity Press, Belknap Press, 1979), 118; and Lester D. Stephens, Probing the
Past: A Guide to the Study and Teaching of History (Boston: Allyn and Ba con,1974), 52.2David Hume, The History of England, 6 vols. (1754‐1762; new ed., Phil a ‐
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and the Origins of the Cold War (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1973).5Quoted in Maddox, ibid., 416.6For a discussion of the distinction between primary, original, and sec ondarysources see James D. Startt and Wm. David Sloan, Historical Methods in Mass
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BEFORE ANY ACADEMIC gets far into the piece of original research, beit thesis, dissertation, article, or book, someone likely will ask a verypowerful (but short) question: “So what?”Why should the world care whether a researcher has found a newspecies of mollusk, measured a correlation coefficient in a social sci‐ence experiment, or catalogued the works of some obscure artist ormusician? So what? It is a question that all good researchers continually ask them‐selves, for the answer may redirect their energy or even stop them alto‐gether before they waste their time on work that others will not appre‐ciate or understand — or, much worse from a practical standpoint, thatwill fail to result in a passing grade, an advanced degree, or tenure andpromotion. Not to mention the simple joy of seeing one’s work in anacademic journal.Researchers who do history love to ask the “So what?” question ofeach other. That’s because in the eyes of many skeptics, much of thepast seems to have little or no bearing on actions in the present. And soit’s only fair to consider why history is relevant. And there is no perfectanswer. It’s like the meaning of life; the meaning of history is not “42”
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(despite that number being the ultimate answer to “life, the universeand everything” in The Hitchhiker’s Guide to the Galaxy) or “X minus Y,”because history is not a hard science. It’s a humanity, an art, a thing con‐structed by humans for humans, and its meaning lies in the interpreta‐tions given by individuals. As one such individual, the author believes that history is the mostinteresting and important subject anyone can study. The most impor‐tant subject for humanity to study is humanity itself, and that leadsresearchers to history. Where can they turn to learn more about humanity at large, and tolearn more about themselves by comparing themselves with others?Where is the context that provides meaning? There are two possibilities. One is the study of other contemporary cultures. Researchers canexamine people in other states, other countries, other tribes. This is therealm of sociology, political science, anthropology, criminology, eco‐nomics, journalism and a host of other social sciences. The other possibility for those who yearn for greater understand‐ing of the human animal is to turn to history. Want to know how hu ‐mans respond to a crisis that seems to threaten the end of the world?Read Barbara W. Tuchman’s A Distant Mirror, which chronicles theBlack Death of the 14th century, when the disease that killed one‐thirdof the people in Europe had many sane adults believing that God haddecreed the end of time. Want to know how the introduction of a newinformation technology, such as the Internet, might alter the politicalprocess? Read about how President Franklin Roosevelt and LouisianaGovernor Huey Long used radio to bypass the existing power structureof the print press in the 1930s, or about how Martin Luther realized, inhis challenge to the bureaucracy of the established church, the value ofthe printing press in putting a Bible in the hands of every literate per‐son. The beauty of history is that ideas, beliefs and conditions likelyhave been played out before, over the roughly 6,000 years that humans
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have kept written records. In other words, the past is a much larger andmore diverse place than the present for those who seek insights intothe question, “Who are we?” I believe mass media history is not merely a subset of history. It isintegral to the understanding of who did or said what to whom with
what effect. Ever since Gutenberg’s magic invention of the 1450s, masscommunication has profoundly influenced global, regional, and localevents, whether it is as big as a revolution, like Luther’s break from theCatholic church or America’s break with Britain, or as small as howlearning changes when children use smart phones and iPads.The practice of studying mass media history is much like whatmass media professionals already do. For that matter, everyone tosome degree already is a historian. Journalists gather data, evaluate itand impose on it some kind of order so that others may receive knowl‐edge from it. Historians do too. The main difference between the two isthat journalists tend to take the last 24 hours or so as their time frame,and they have a bias toward oral sources — they’d typically prefer tointerview the mayor or governor than read that person’s letters orrecords. Historians also use oral interviews as a tool of information gather‐ing, but they go far beyond them. They also rely on letters, archives,census records, plat maps, books, visual inspection of terrain, newspa‐pers, magazines, tape recordings, gravestones, baptismal records,architecture, autobiographies — just about anything that might impartinformation. In his research, the author of this essay has cited every‐thing from editorial cartoons to “After‐Action” combat reports of theU.S. Army to letters written by FDR, and they all can be equally validand useful. It is the historian’s job, like the journalist’s, to decidewhether the source is credible — whether it tells the truth, or perhapsan even‐more‐interesting lie — and whether that information is rele‐vant for a particular audience. This is not so different from what every‐one does nearly every day. Did your wife pay the phone bill? That’s an
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historical question. To find the answer, you might consult the writtenrecords of your checkbook, and ask yourself if the date and amount ofthe check, as recorded, are accurate. Did you complete all of the creditsyou needed to get your degree? That’s an historical question, in whichan answer might require you to turn to a usually reliable source, theuniversity registrar, and request a written record as proof. Historians tend to ask more complicated questions — how was thenews censored in World War II? — but the methods of seeking ananswer are substantially the same.Here are some common steps that mass media historians employ,along with some thoughts about their value. For the sake of being con‐versational, I’ve used the pronoun “you.”
I. Choose a topic that interests you. Especially if you are writing a the‐sis, dissertation, or book. You will spend months or even years on a sin‐gle topic, and it is important for your intellectual and creative energy toremain high.I think four kinds of topics are the most common. First is biogra‐phy, be it the story of the life of a journalist or the “life” of a particularnewspaper, magazine, radio/TV station, or other mass medium. If youare interested, good examples of this kind of mass media historiogra‐phy are Pulitzer and Citizen Hearst, two books by W.A. Swanberg, orDavid Nasaw’s more recent The Chief. Second is a broader, more the‐matic look at the development of a media system, structure, or conven‐tion, such as censorship, propaganda, the inverted pyramid, objectivity,presidential‐press relations, etc. For an example of this kind of histori‐ography, consider Journalistic Standards in Nineteenth Century America,an analysis of the rise of objectivity and the templates of news storiesby Hazel Dicken‐Garcia. Third is an analysis of how the media covered(or failed to cover) a particular topic, such as lynchings, poverty, theGulf War, etc., focusing on external and internal pressures on the media,including economics, ideology, hegemony, etc. For an example of this
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kind of book, consider On Bended Knee, by Mark Hertsgaard, which ana‐lyzes the inadequacies of the media in performing their watchdog roleduring the administration of President Ronald Reagan. Fourth is ananalysis of actual media content, such as a count of newspaper articlesor television broadcasts on a particular topic, or a count of theirthemes. For an example, see Kathleen Hall Jamieson’s Dirty Politics, ananalysis of political television ads in the 1988 presidential campaign, orLaurel Leff’s Buried by the Times, an account of how the New York Timesunderplayed the Holocaust. This is not an all‐inclusive list.
II. Find out what already has been written about your topic. His tor i ‐ography means doing original history, not synthesizing other people’swork. Historians must not do a book report, but rather write somethingthat no one has written before. The only way to do that is to surveyhard‐copy and electronic indexes of existing scholarship and talk withpeople who have expertise.
III. Formulate research questions. These questions should not be toobroad or too narrow, but rather should be sufficient to keep you busyfor a few months. Think of Baby Bear’s porridge. You must have someidea of what you wish to focus on in your research. If you do not, youwill waste your time sucking up too many facts like some giant Hoovervacuum cleaner, without regard to how they might fit your ideas of ahistorical narrative. If, on the other hand, you limit yourself to seekinginformation that addresses too narrow a topic, you will miss the kindsof information that will give context to your work. Your research also should have a definite beginning and end, andboth should be logically derived. For example, if you wish to examinethe development of photographic reproductions in newspapers, youcould start with the creation of the first halftone engravings and endwith the establishment of the first newspapers designed to feature pho‐tographs on their front pages as a marketing strategy. If you’re study‐
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ing the Office of Censorship, as I have, it’s easy to concentrate on its cre‐ation in December 1941 and its end of operations in August 1945. Butyou’ll have a bigger problem if you wish to study American news mediacoverage of the Vietnam War. As it was an undeclared war, and Amer ‐ican participation gradually increased from the mid‐1950s until 1969,you must choose a particular date as your starting point. Was it the dateof the first American casualties, the date of the arrival of the first Amer ‐ican ground troops, the month of the Tonkin Gulf incident, or someother time? It’s up to you, as long as you can defend your selection asbeing logical for your study. Research questions may or may not emerge from a particular the‐oretical framework. Some historians love theory; others do not. Myown take on theory is that if there is one that helps explain what a his‐torian discovers through research, then by all means the historianshould feel free to use it. You likely won’t know, with confidence,wheth  er one theory, or any theory, helps explain a particular event orseries of events, until you have followed many, or even all, of the stepsoutlined in this essay. My only objection to theory is very narrowlyfocused: I disapprove of historians who embrace one theory like holywrit and then use it to explain everything they write about. Facts first,then theory — that makes sense to me. And, of course, it makes senseto bounce back and forth between the two to refine what informationyou seek, and refine the application of theory, as you know more andmore. This is the waltz between deduction and induction. To do other‐wise, to make facts fit theory, seems to me to be like the adage we alllikely heard in grad school: If all you have is a hammer, everythinglooks like a nail.
IV. Collect data. You’ll want to use primary sources and secondarysources. Primary sources are the actual witnesses to history. Theyrange from diaries and archives of people who are relevant to yourstudy to physical artifacts such as paintings, guns, photographs, and
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clothes. Secondary sources are the books and other narratives con‐structed by other historians who have relied mainly on primarysources. You’ll want to read many secondary sources to see what otherscholars have done, and to get an overview, a context, for your ownresearch. However, do not use these secondary sources too heavily inyour own research. Tuchman, an amateur historian who nonethelesswas widely respected, says that once she read the relevant secondarybooks, she put them down and never referred to them again. Sherefused to rewrite someone else’s research, and she probably also waswary of repeating another person’s biases and inadequacies. Thereforeshe used only primary sources in her books. That’s a bit extreme, and the author of this essay has no problemciting another person’s text for information that is of secondary impor‐tance to a particular study. In any event, whether you use primary orsecondary sources, you’ll need to cite them using the footnote (or end‐note) style of the Chicago Manual of Style. You may want to purchasethat book (or the short form by Kate Turabian) before beginning yourdata collection so you know which bibliographic information to writedown from your sources for footnote/endnote purposes. Primarysources in mass media historiography include newspapers, magazines,tapes of radio and TV broadcasts, letters, interviews and archives. Thebeauty of primary sources is that they record information by witness‐es, whose memories and constructions of the past usually are more reli‐able than those who try to reconstruct history months or years later.However, beware of relying too heavily on newspapers, magazines, andTV/radio broadcasts as primary sources in reconstructing history.Tuchman wrote in her book Practicing History, “As to newspapers, I likethem for period flavor perhaps more than for factual information. Onemust be wary in using them for facts, because an event reported oneday in a newspaper is usually modified or denied or turns out to berumor on the next. It is absolutely essential to take nothing from anewspaper without following the story through for several days or
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until it disappears from the news.” Also beware of the need to try to getmore than one point of view. Many autobiographers and diarists writein a way that casts them in a favorable light. It’s human nature. Goodhistorians ask themselves, “Should I trust what this person is tellingme?” If the answer is no, or maybe, seek out other sources. If they donot exist, that may influence how you write your history. Historians who choose to examine the content of a particular massmedium generally have two choices. If their newspaper or magazinehad only a few issues, it may be possible to examine the “universe” ofpublications for the study — that is, the historian can describe, withconfidence, the content of a magazine or newspaper because he or shehas read every issue. Such was the case with a graduate student ofmine, Kaylene Armstrong, who read all nine issues of Lucifer’s Lantern,an anti‐Mormon publication of the late 19th century. The other possi‐bility is more common. If a publication produced too many issues for ahistorian to read them all, he or she must construct a sample for exam‐ination. Why? In order to demonstrate for the benefit of the public, andother historians, that the sample is appropriate, be it a random sampleor one derived with some particular purpose in mind. In other words,drawing a sample according to a plan guards against the possibility thatanother historian, choosing other papers or other books, could con‐struct a totally different history, and defend it with footnotes as valid.The author of this essay once examined advertisements in Life, Fortune,and the Ladies Home Journal during World War II. The total number ofsuch ads in all three magazines for the 44 months that the United Stateswas at war was too large to be studied (at least, as long as the authorwanted to set aside time each day to eat and sleep). Therefore, theauthor looked at one issue of each magazine for each year of the war.Those magazines were chosen at random. “Random” is a scrupulouslydefined scientific term, meaning each member of a population has anequal chance of being selected for a sample. In the magazine study, eachissue of each magazine had an equal chance of being chosen for the
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study. One way to create a random sample for Ladies’ Home Journal, amonthly magazine, would be to put the words “January” through “De ‐cember” on 12 small pieces of paper and place them in a hat. Whichevermonth is drawn out of the hat would be the first edition examined in thestudy. The researcher could either examine every March issue, forexample, or could study March in the first year, April in the second year,May in the third, and so on. The benefit of this second method of ran‐domization, called a “constructed” year, is that it eliminates any period‐ic anomalies from the study. In other words, if every March issue of the
Ladies’ Home Journal is unusual for some reason — if it’s the issue thatis devoted entirely to child rearing, for example — then the construct‐ed year will minimize the impact of this unusual fact on any analysis ofthe magazine’s content.
V. Decide what it means. Raw data are nearly useless without interpre‐tation. Why are they significant? It’s up to you to decide. Your answermay reinforce, or challenge, previous scholarship. The beauty of doingoriginal research in history is that when you’re done, you’re the experton your subject. So tell the world why you think it’s important. Be care‐ful as you think about causes and effects. Historians like to argue aboutcausality, and you should beware of the impact of long‐term, medium‐term and short‐ term forces on your topic. There is no short, simpleanswer to the question, “Why did the Mormons settle in Utah?” Long‐term forces that bear on this question might include America’s Con ‐stitutional right to free practice of religion, which guaranteed Jo sephSmith and his followers a minimum of civil liberties, along with Amer ‐ica’s long history of intolerance and xenophobia, manifest in the early19th century in the anti‐Catholic, anti‐immigrant political party knownas the “Know Nothings.” Medium‐term forces might include the Mor ‐mons’ history of being persecuted in the East, along with the availabili‐ty of unsettled land in the West. Short‐term forces might include thepowerful personality, and faith, of Brigham Young as their leader. All of
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these, together with many other forces, “caused” the Mormons to settlein Utah, and all should be examined in any history of the question. ThisLDS/Utah example also illustrates how a work of history might be writ‐ten differently for different audiences. If an LDS historian were writingstrictly for a church audience, he or she might include church‐specificwords and events that the LDS audience already knows, without need‐ing to stop and define them. For a wider audience, however, the histo‐rian might need to explain what “Winter Quarters” was, or sketch thebiography of Joseph Smith.There are many reasons for any historical event or process that youexamine. Do not be too narrow in your analysis. Consider, for example,the problem of causality in the most important global events of the late20th century. If you take too narrow a view of causality, you couldblame the Cold War on Queen Victoria. It works like this: Why did theCold War dominate the late 20th century? Because of the antagonismbetween communism and capitalism. Why did Russia become commu‐nist? For many reasons, but particularly because of Russian inefficien‐cy in World War I and its effect on the home front. Why did Russia suf‐fer so badly in World War I? For many reasons, but particularly becauseTsar Nicholas II placed so much responsibility for domestic issues onhis wife, Alexandra, while he concentrated on military matters. Why didAlexandra do such a bad job of running the country? Because she tookadvice from Rasputin, a crazy monk from Siberia. Why did she trustRasputin? Because he was the only one able to stop the bleeding of herhemophiliac son, Alexis, whenever his life was threatened by injury.Why was Alexis a hemophiliac? Because Nicholas and Alexandra, like somany monarchs in Europe in the late 19th and early 20th centuries,were descendants of Queen Victoria, and the prevalence of hemophiliagenes in the small gene pool of Victoria’s grandchildren gave rise to thedisease in many European male monarchs and their sons. So, blame oldQueen Vickie for the terror of the 20th century because she had somany kids (nine).
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Or, don’t. It’s just not logical to do so, and historians must constructlogical arguments — or, at least, arguments that they don’t feel sillydefending against the attacks of other historians. 
VI. Write for a particular audience. As mentioned above, explain thingsthat you think your audience would like to have explained, but don’tpatronize. Use Chicago Style, which is much like the Associated Pressstylebook but differs in several key respects, particularly abbreviationsand numerals. And above all, write well. History begins with narrative.If your historical analysis is wonderful but your prose is terrible, fewpeople will bother to read your work, and its impact will be muted. 
VII. Rewrite. Edit. Polish your work until it is the best you can make it.
VIII. Submit. Consider submitting your work to a refereed conventionof journalism historians, such as the History Division of the Associationfor Education in Journalism and Mass Communication, or the AmericanJournalism Historians Association. Acceptance of your work by one ofthese groups will earn you a trip to the convention site to present it inperson, and a “vita hit” — a note on your curriculum vita that you hadwork accepted by such a respected organization. At such conferences,you’ll meet other mass media historians who may become lifelongfriends as well as helpful critics providing feedback to improve yourwork. After receiving their advice on improvements, consider sendingyour work to a journal, such as American Journalism or Journalism
History, so that your work can have a broad impact.Remember that history informs the present moment. Our liveshave been shaped by the past, just as our time today is shaping thefuture. And the mass media have been one of the brightest, strongestcords in this patchwork quilt of humanity’s story. To paraphrase LuigiBarzini, an Italian journalist of a century ago, narrative is a historian’sthread, and truth is the fabric.
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“ONCE UPON A TIME” is still a splendid opening for any history. “Let meentertain you” is another. “Here are the facts” is a third, and “Why didthis occur?” is perhaps best of all. Each of these beginnings epitomizescomponents of what Marc Bloch labeled “the historian’s craft.”1 To beaccurate, to be analytic, to be graceful, if possible, but at least coherentin reporting, above all to be past‐minded, these are the hallmarks of theprofession. One could as easily ascribe them to journalism in its broad‐est application.What has always struck me about the study of media history is thatits content is so compatible with historical methodology. By this I meanthat the media not only leave us a first draft of history but also schoolus in its art. Not all historians, I suspect, find such harmony in their spe‐cialties.Today I plan to address these characteristics inherent in the craft‐ing of history because, I submit, they relate to central concerns of mediahistorians in higher education, irrespective of the size and shape of theinstitutions with which they are affiliated or the aspect of the field that
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engages them. My aim is to highlight circumstances that currentlyappear to inhibit the propagation of media history and to make somemodest proposals on how the AJHA can intervene in order to secure thesurvival of our discipline.
What Use Is the AJHA?In this way, I offer another and, I trust, complementary answer to thequestion asked by Thomas Heuterman in his 1996 presidential address,a question that has nagged me ever since he posed it. Heuterman’squery, some may remember, was of what use is the American Jour ‐nalism Historians Association. He himself gave an important responseby calling for intellectual activism, for utilizing the AJHA to generateideas as well as to publicize research.2 I heartily concur with Heuter ‐man. No one could be more devoted than I am to the belief that mediahistory is at base intellectual history, the record of what people thoughtabout the monumental or the mundane and how they determinedwhich was which. Likewise, I hold, as he does, that it is “our responsi‐bility, not an option” to evaluate how previous mass media have per‐formed”3 and, I would append, to train the next generation in mediahistory, to share with them the skills of the historian.The first obstacle to this goal seems to be the oft‐bemoaned pre‐sentism of students, a perspective that is surely antithetical to doinghistory. A recent article in the Wall Street Journal typifies this pes‐simism. The writer, cinema critic James Bowman, focused on financial‐ly successful movies. His thesis, which has been expressed by oppo‐nents of other visual media, was that loosely researched scripts tend todo more than convey false versions of earlier eras. Such films, Bowmanargued, validate a homogenization of concepts over generations, per‐suading viewers that “the whole of human history is the story of peoplejust like us.” The result, he reckoned, is to reinforce the contemporaryvalues of audiences instead of aiding them to make, in phrases piratedfrom R.G. Collingwood, the “imaginative leap” of historians “entering
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into the thought and feeling of past times.”4While one cannot quarrel with Bowman’s conviction that histori‐ans have a mandate to “transcend” their own age, to refrain fromimposing its ideas on another, one can dispute his categorization ofcommercial visual mass communication as unhistorical rather than asa‐historical. Surely Hollywood and its progeny have introduced stu‐dents to worlds that their ancestors might never have seen, in the liter‐al sense of that word. Even if such exposure has intrigued only a few topursue the probe of persons or issues now gone, such a spark shouldnot be overlooked. Moreover, if students are so firmly anchored intoday, why should they be otherwise, particularly if they are concen‐trating in mass communications, whose essence is the momentary? Andif this condition is undesirable, is it not our role as educators to helpthem to expand their horizons by reminding them, as Ralph WaldoEmerson wrote in his essay “History,” that humans are “a bundle ofrelations, a knot of roots ... intertwined with the whole chain of organicand inorganic being”5?
Overcoming PresentismCapitalizing on an interest in history, however generated in order toovercome presentism, is not to be underrated, if a strategy to prompt apast‐directed mind set follows. One tactic is to beat the opposition at itsown game, for example, by advising filmmakers on productions. As thisconvention will demonstrate, a carefully documented video can revisita former age in a mode that is at once authentic and artistic. Conse ‐quently, my first proposal is to encourage the AJHA to publicize itsmembers’ skills. Employing its index of their expertise, the AJHA can bepro‐active, introducing those outside media history to sage consultantsand thereby limiting the damage done by Bowman’s targets.Another tactic to dilute presentism surfaced in 1997 in The Chron -
icle of Higher Education under the headline “Good Journalists Have aGood Grasp of the Liberal Arts.” In this piece, Bill Kirtz, former newspa‐
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per editor and publisher, and now faculty member, doubted that re ‐porters could function effectively without a historical framework.6 Hisjudgment was hardly new. An illustration from a magazine printed 130years before will suffice. Spotlighting in 1867 what he called the “tradeof journalism, “ Edward Dicey described the skilled reporter as a per‐son with “a knowledge of the world, as well as acquaintance with books,and considerable power of diction.”7 Over a century and an ocean apart,Kirtz and Dicey testify to the worth of history in the education of thosestudying mass media.Perhaps to us as working historians, this solution to stimulate apast outlook is self‐evident. Its merits may not, though, be dogma to allour colleagues. Here again, the AJHA can be useful. By gathering anddisseminating information on a cross‐section of media history educa‐tion, the association can equip members to prepare a better, dare I saydata‐driven, case for inclusion of history in the curriculum. Thereafter,the job is ours to persuade students that any intellectual investmentexclusively in today is unlikely to reap many rewards tomorrow.
History Is AccessibleA second barrier to passing the torch has been built by historians them‐selves. By ignoring what I conceive is another attribute of their craft,namely entertainment, they have driven people away from the pursuitof history. Because media history regularly deals with news does notexempt it from meeting this criterion. Max Frankel, in a 1998 New York
Times Magazine column, recognized this requisite. Reacting to a deci‐sion by the United States Court of Appeals for the Third Circuit, hejeered at the notion that “news must be, by definition, banal and bor‐ing.” Citing as proof of the opposite a mixed company ranging fromHomer and Plutarch to H.L. Mencken, Frankel went on to say “[t]hejournalist’s purpose, no less the bard’s, is to bring drama and delightinto our lives.”8 This sentiment too is hardly novel. Sarah Ellis declaredin a weekly newspaper in 1845 that the press should fill the imagina‐
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tion with “rich treasures,” not transform it into “a manufactory of mis‐eries.”9Frankel and Ellis could have been referring to history. Should nothistory, especially media history, bring drama and delight? Should nothistory, all history, be foremost fathomable? Ponder as proof that it isnot this call of a conference that intended to deal with “how ideologiesand material practices construct, maintain, and challenge centers andperipheral spaces in geographic, political, and psychological terms.”10Couched in jargon, scholar speaking only to scholar, history willwin few converts among students and even fewer among administra‐tors accountable to tax and tuition payers. Worse, historians who sculptarcane history betray their self‐imposed obligation to be the keepers ofthe human chronicle. This betrayal is more treacherous for those of usin media history since we are the guardians of cultural barometers. Fordominant people or groups, there is ordinarily other documentation;for the socially marginalized, where media may be the only annals oftheir existence, obfuscation is high treason.Schemes for reversing a propensity to obscure are diverse, not ‐withstanding that it is easy enough to identify the problem. Francis Ba ‐con neatly summarized it four centuries ago when he commented that“[I]t is an ability not common to write good history ... In no sort of writ‐ing is there a greater distance between the good and the bad.”’11 Thisability, as that of having a sense of the past, is rarely innate. As SeanWilentz, of Princeton’s American Studies Program, stated in his New
York Times tribute to Alfred Kazin, only “the remarkable” naturally penhistory as “magnificent and confident writers.”12 For those of us notamong the immortals, and for the majority of those whom we anticipateas our heirs, writing must be learned and constantly practiced.Certainly if a 1999 report of the Association for Education in Jour ‐nalism and Mass Communication on Journalism Educators: Yesterday,
To day and Tomorrow is correct, writing is central in the lives of suchfaculty and hopefully that orientation influences their teaching.13 We
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who are media historians have an advantage insofar as we routinelyperuse succinct and lucid prose. As E.S. Dallas noted in an 1859 maga‐zine, “the simplicity and the clearness which are the essentials of peri‐odical writing frequently imply a much more perfect grasp of the sub‐ject ... than ... more ambitious performances.”’14 Clarity and simplicityare the keystones of good journalism. As historians we should reflectthese traits for veracity and adopt them for comprehensibility.
Good History Writing Is DifficultIn this regard, the AJHA has a long tradition of being effective, a tradi‐tion that should be not merely maintained but extended. The associa‐tion has agents and agencies to ensure that history is enjoyable. Themembership, at large and in interest groups, is a cadre of colleaguesready to critique each other’s work in a spirit combining respect andscholarship, and AJHA publications disseminate successful techniquesfor teaching. Equally significant, the association has always welcomedgraduate students, spurring them to enter the lists with faculty andhon oring them for their achievements. The AJHA should continue thiscustom but can also open venues to stimulate good writing by creatingmore regional conferences.All this having been said, yet composing history is difficult. As PeterGay wrote in his Style in History, “[a]s a writer, [the historian] is underpressure to become a stylist while remaining a scientist; he must givepleasure without compromising truth.”15 Deriving pleasure from thebowels of science sounds a very large burden. In fact, Gay isolated themost crucial problem in every genre of history, the tension betweenhistorian as investigator and as interpreter. In media history, the strainis intense.The very nature of the sources can be the worst enemy of thosewho seek to understand them. We are all familiar with the hazards.Newspapers and magazines have title shifts, anonymous scribes,changing editors and publishers, and missing issues, such that the peri‐
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odicity of periodicals often makes them a nightmare to track, much lessto explicate. Broadcasts and films similarly have incomplete tapes andpartial transcripts, not to mention the wishes and perhaps whimsy ofproducers and directors.Coaching students to become patient detectives when dealing withthis morass has always been a challenge, complicated now by an envi‐ronment where speed in communication is a priority. Hearing a profes‐sor’s tales of shifting through collections, of sitting what seemed end‐less minutes waiting for materials in the New York Public Library orwhat were endless hours in the British Museum Reading Room maycharm, but they do not substitute for inspiring the requisite determina‐tion and inventiveness necessary to do media research.
Using Technology to Tell StoriesNow, fortunately, technology can play a role. Instead of decrying thedestructive effects of electronics on education, I celebrate its capacityto connect students to primary sources in a medium with which theseneophyte historians are comfortable. After all, their traveling into thepast is much more likely to ensue if they can do it on an Internet high‐way.Here, I suggest, the AJHA needs to innovate, not because it has beenremiss but because the rapidity of this development has been so great.Consider that The Times of London launched its steam‐powered print‐ing press in November 1814, and that 32 years later, the paper pub‐lished only 23,000 copies on an average day.16 Place that statisticagainst the career of the Web, and no one can fault the failure to fore‐see that mass communications, as we have experienced them in thiscentury, would fast become archaic.The AJHA can and should take the lead in setting standards for elec‐tronic scholarship in media history because our members are wellqualified and have a duty to history and to our successors to do so.Standards, in my judgment, must cover two areas. First, the disintegra‐
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tion or obsolescence of electronic archives demands our attention asmuch as does the disappearance of printed and celluloid holdings.Second, with the aid of electronic access, students will encounter moreprimary sources, ones in media history with which they opine that theyare acquainted and thus presume their own sophistication. In the after‐math, the rigor with which historians have approached the sources mayerode unless we act on guidelines. To borrow from David Spencer’s1997 presidential speech, cyberspace is “a new tool for the spreading ofknowledge. The challenge is to learn to use it with a degree of exacti‐tude and intelligence.”17
Who Were the Fools?A necessity for accuracy equal in magnitude to amassing extensive evi‐dence is handling it scrupulously. This rule so absolute to us is often ini‐tially alien to prospective historians. To nurture its application, onemight commence by again stealing the thunder of the other side. Forinstance, media can be violently partisan. Although overt bias may bepoison to professors bred on objectivity and eager to convey it, blatan‐cy may actually be an asset by reducing students’ misunderstanding ofthe sources, notably on first contact with them. Opening with the obvi‐ous may also enable students to discern manipulations less deliberateand nuances more tantalizing. If deception of the public is sinister, as J.A. Scott warned in 1863 when taking the measure of the Americanpenny press,18 such deceit is scintillating for the historian who mustdiscover who was fooled and how that mattered.Even when an older medium wears a cloak or contains a core ofneutrality, the historian has the dilemma of context. How to read thegazette, hear the broadcast, or watch the film in the same mood as con‐temporaries did, how to capture immediacy and specificity of crises orcares long over, and, concurrently, how to set the reading, hearing, orwatching dispassionately in a larger milieu of which those at the timewere usually themselves unaware are both crucial for conceptual syn‐
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thesis. To catalyze discussion on abetting these techniques essential foraccuracy among students, the AJHA provides several fora. There havebeen sessions on pedagogy at the annual and regional meetings andcolumns in the Intelligencer. Other outlets that I envision are occasion‐al pamphlets and detailed postings on the Web.Still, gathering the facts, whether exciting or dismal, and even en ‐tering them in sound language within their epoch’s frame is futile un ‐less one can analyze them. If few would claim, as did G.R. Elton in The
Practice of History, that one of the two “intellectual pillars” of modernsociety is “analytic history,” surely most historians would agree withJames Startt’s assessment in the Intelligencer that “history is part of thecoordinating core of the modern mind.”19To reconstruct the past so as to link it intellectually beyond its owntime and space is, we all understand, the stuff of history. And herein Iwould contend lies the danger intimated by Peter Gay. How do wesquare notions of authenticity and of interpretation to novices? For his‐torians are not antiquarians. We do not merely assemble artifacts; wecast them in the bronze of interpretation, or rather bronzes, for contro‐versy among us is common.
Working the “Little Gray Cells”Do not these divisions at worst distort truth or at least confuse it in theminds of students? Should we expect them to understand the Revo ‐lutionary War, much less its newspapers, or the Vietnam War, muchless its television tapes, when the number of conflicting histories ofeither conflict, or indeed only of their causes, could alone validate thatdistortion does occur?Should we reply with a shrug that we are only mortal and thereforemistake‐prone? Should we retort with a sigh that, as with Albert Ein ‐stein, or more likely Hercule Poirot, at some point our “little gray cells”work their magic? Should we compound confusion by citing Max Web ‐er’s convoluted distinction between idea and ideal?20 There are many
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rationales for the maze of interpretations, but none that I have chancedupon fully satisfy me.The one that I prefer is a variation of another well‐known text: inthe beginning is the idea. That is to say, the historian starts with a hy ‐pothesis much like the scientist, lets the evidence lead where it may,and finds frequently that the hypothesis is altogether wrong. Nonethe ‐less, in contrast to the scientist, the historian must fit the pieces togeth‐er, not as mechanical nature directs, but as human logs reflect.No one ever said about gravity what Crane Brinton said about rev‐olution, that it is “one of the looser words.”21 To take joy in precisenessof language is fundamental to interpretation. To glory in contradictionsis equally so. As John Stuart Mill alerted in “On Liberty,” “the peculiarevil of silencing the expression of an opinion is that it is robbing the hu ‐man race.”22 To accept that historians bring their own baggage to everyendeavor is also essential to weaving and unraveling and reweavinginterpretation in order to ascertain what happened in the human pastand why.
The AJHA’s Important RoleTo fine tune the capacity to explain why, to enhance in the next gener‐ation of historians the ability to think critically, we each have our meth‐ods, albeit all probably spring from our individual and collective peren‐nial exercises in evaluation. Nevertheless, I postulate that the AJHA cancontribute to that outcome. By encountering new research at each con‐vention and in our publications, we have the tools to stun students, towatch them discover that history does not have upper case truth.Because review of the literature, after the sources themselves, iscentral to increasing analytic skill, I would like to advance another ini‐tiative that the AJHA might undertake, that is, to circulate emerging anddiffering assessments or reassessments of media history, to air as it de ‐velops, ongoing historiography. I am convinced that the Web can expe‐dite the process, reaching students where they are at ease but liberat‐
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ing them from the habit of haphazard reasoning and the susceptibilityto bogus history. Such a project would enlarge the dimension of theAJHA and reinforce it, in Tom Heuterman’s phrase, as “a forum crack‐ling with ideas.”23Much of what I have said today is a reaffirmation that the AJHA is adynamic organization well positioned to augment its services to itsassociates in the next century. One, of course, must not be too confident.To paraphrase that popular pundit Yogi Berra, the future is not what itused to be. Alternatively, the proposals that I have made are but exten‐sions of others’ motifs, echoes of earlier presidential messages.In 1984, J William Snorgrass (the AJHA’s second president), ob ‐serving that the AJHA had grown dramatically in its maiden years, con‐cluded that “the acorn is just beginning to sprout.”24 Therefore, headded, much work lay ahead. Thanks to him and my other predecessorsand their constituents, the association is now an oak in the academicforest. To keep it hardy requires the commitment of its members tosustain its many benefits, to proffer new ones, and, above all, to guardthe integrity of the record, which is ultimately the centerpiece of thehistorian’s craft.NOTES1 Marc Bloch, The Historian’s Craft, trans. Peter Putnam (New York: Vintage,1953).2 Thomas H. Heuterman, “1996 Presidential Address: AJHA and Its Re ‐sponsibility to the Future of Journalism,” American Journalism 14 (Winter1997): 103.3 Ibid., 107 and 108.4 James Bowman, “The Oscar for Historical Accuracy Goes to ...,” Wall Street
Journal, 19 March 1999, A18.5 Ralph Waldo Emerson, “History,” Essays and Frills, International CollectorsLibrary ed. (Garden City, N.Y.: Doubleday, n.d.), 85.6 Bill Kirtz, “Good Journalists Have a Good Grasp of the Liberal Arts,” Chron -
icle of Higher Education, 7 February 1997, B6.7 Edward Dicey, “The Trade of Journalism,” Saint Paul’s 1 (1867‐68): 312.
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8 Max Frankel, “Macho Man vs. the News,” New York Times Magazine, 11 No ‐vember 1998, 40.9 Mrs. [Sarah] Ellis, “Thoughts on Popular Literature,” Hogg’s Weekly In -
struct  or 1 (1845): 354.10 Call for Proposals, Interdisciplinary Nineteenth‐Century Studies, FifteenthAnnual Conference, 2000.11 Quoted in Catherine Drinker Bowen, Francis Bacon: The Temper of a Man(Boston: Little, Brown, 1963): 211.12 Sean Wilentz, “He Heard America Singing,” New York Times Book Review,19 July 1998, 31.13 Daniel Riffe, Kandice Saiomone & Guido H. Stemple, III, Journalism Edu -
cators: Yesterday, Today and Tomorrow (Columbia, S.C.: Association for Educa ‐tion in Journalism and Mass Communication, January 1999).14 E.S. Dallas, “Popular Literature — The Periodical Press,” Blackwood’s
Edinburgh Magazine 85 (1859): 102.15 Peter Gay, Style in History (New York: McGraw‐Hill Paperbacks, 1976), 4.16 “Literature of the People,” London Review 13 (1859‐60): 7, 9.17 David Spencer, “1997 Presidential Address: History and the Age of Cy ‐berspace,” American Journalism 15 (Winter 1998): 115.18 J. A. Scott, “The British Newspaper: The Penny Theory and Its Solution,”
Dublin University Magazine 61 (1863): 365‐66.19 G.R. Elton, The Practice of History (New York: Thomas Y. Crowell, 1967), 1;Jim Startt, “The President’s Desk,” Intelligencer 15 (February, 1998): 3.20 Quoted in S.M. Miller, Max Weber (New York: Thomas Crowell, 1963): 31.21 Crane Brinton, The Anatomy of Revolution (New York: Vintage, 1965), 3.22 John Stuart Mill, Chapter II “Of the Liberty of Thought and Discussion,” On
Liberty (1869).23 Heuterman, “AJHA and Its Responsibility ...,” 107.24 J William Snorgrass, “President’s Message: Growth and the Future,” AJHAAn nual Report, 1983‐84, 1.Q: Tell us about your family background — where you were born andgrew up, your education, and so forth.
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I was born and grew up in Sedalia, Missouri, where I went to high school.When my father, a circuit judge, would drive me to school, he would lookat the inscription over the door — “Knowledge is the lamp that lightsman’s path to God” — and sometimes growl “to the devil, too.” He meantknowledge can be used for good or ill. To me history comprises knowl‐edge because all knowledge lies in history. After two years at CentralMissouri State College (now University of Central Mis souri), I felt fortu‐nate to transfer to the world‐famous University of Missouri School ofJournalism only 60 miles from Sedalia. I received two bachelor’s degrees— one in history and one in journalism. Subse quently I got a master’sdegree from the Columbia University School of Journalism and a Ph.D. inAmerican Civilization from George Washing ton University.Q: What did you do professionally before going into teaching?I taught high school English, journalism and history for one year in Mich ‐igan, worked briefly as a reporter for the Kalamazoo (Michigan) Gazetteand about three years for the Kansas City Star. I was education editorwhen I left to go to Columbia University. From Columbia I moved to the
Washington Post and put in about 10 years there, working on my Ph.D. atnight at George Washington. I covered a variety of beats — courts, wel‐fare, education for the local Post staff.Q: Where, and what courses, have you taught?
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My entire college teaching career has been at the College of Journalism ofthe University of Maryland College Park. I have taught a variety of jour ‐ nalism reporting and writing classes, courses in women and the me dia,and journalism history on the graduate and undergraduate levels as wellas classes related to media theory and doctoral studies. Since re tirement,I still am teaching to a limited degree in lifetime learning programs.Q: Tell us about your background in history — When did you first get in ‐terested in history? How did your education prepare you to be a histori‐an?I always loved history in college. It tells us where we as a people havecome from and provides a path (although an uncertain one) to where weare going. Even in professional schools like Missouri and Columbia, jour‐nalism history was my favourite subject. I had four concentrations in myAmerican studies program — English literature, social and intellectualhistory, African American studies, and American studies — but historydrew my greatest enthusiasm.Q: What are the main areas or ideas on which you concentrate your his‐torical work?I have been drawn to women’s history because standard historical worksduring the period of my education overlooked, trivialized or de meanedthe contributions of women in general to society, let alone to journalism.I have wanted to call attention to women’s experiences and set themwithin the broader context of social change. So I have specialized in theparticipation of women in media, particularly print journalism, linkingthe participation of women to their portrayal. I have been especiallyinterested in the portrayal of first ladies as role models for women ingeneral.Q: We realize that it is difficult to judge one’s own work — and that themost accomplished people often are the most modest — but if you had to
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summarize your most important contributions to the field of JMC histo‐ry, what would they be?I am so glad I had Ph.D. students at Maryland who have enlivened thefield of JMC history by producing excellent dissertations that have beenexpanded into scholarly books. I hope that I have played a part in thescholarly conversation of our field through publication of books and arti‐cles on Washington women journalists that have tried to show the rela‐tionship between women reporters and the political process re volvingaround the White House. I have treated Eleanor Roosevelt the way shedescribed herself — as a woman journalist.Q: Tell us about your “philosophy of history” or what you think are themost important principles for studying history.Wasn’t there a character in Chaucer who “gladly learned and gladlytaught”? I think the most important principle is eagerness to learn — andto pass on to others what you have learned. The journalist is busy tryingto find out what is happening. The historian tries to find out why it hap‐pened. If you want to be an historian, you have to love what you aredoing and think it is important to tell others what you have learned.There is no particular right or wrong in history, barring false facts, bla‐tant misinterpretations, fraudulent theories, sloppy writing, etc. His toryis knowledge that can be used for good or evil and ends by employing thecreativity of both the producer and the audience.Q: How would you evaluate the quality of work being done today in JMChistory — its strengths and weaknesses?I do not have a ready answer because I have not done a study of the arti‐cles published in our journals since my retirement six years ago. My gen‐eral view is that the quality of the work is higher than it was two decadesor so ago and that increasingly it endeavours to incorporate media theo‐ry, partly because many of our Ph.D. programs are located in colleges of
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mass communication. University history departments also seem to beoffering one or two courses that are more theoretically driven than in thepast. There may be a danger here, however: we don’t want to get so wed‐ded to the language and theory of cultural constructs that we overlookthe need for narration based on factual primary sources. History mustremain a story free from the jargon of academic popularity.Q: What do you think we in JMC history need to be doing to improve thestatus of JMC history in (1) JMC education and (2) the wider field of his‐tory in general?(1): We need to make sure our units continue to teach history by insist‐ing that it is relevant. Perhaps we will have to alter our approach to focusmore on the history of technology since we are teaching more and morehands‐on courses preparing students for a technologically driven workforce. Also, we need to think in terms of broadening our history coursesto reach all university students — not just journalism or mass communi‐cation students.(2): We need to continue efforts to reach out to university historydepartments, possibly by exploring ways of team teaching or offeringjoint on‐line instruction. Whatever happened to our [AJHA] efforts tohold a session — or perhaps a joint conference — with the AmericanHistorical Association? Part of the problem is financial. People cannotafford to pay dues to several organizations or to attend more than one ortwo conventions, especially since travel funds are drying up. We mayneed to investigate ways of participating in virtual conventions. It seemsclear that we must increase outreach efforts to survive in the changingworld of higher education. Having useful materials posted on our web‐site certainly is a worthy goal.
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Q: Give us a brief summary of your book.My book addresses the role of the press in the American Revolution. Itshows the important role that newspapers played in keeping people in ‐formed about how the fight was going and thus keeping them engagedin the fight for independence (even when the fighting was far away).The press provided the political and ideological unity needed to helpAmer icans win the fight for independence and to create a new nation.Q: How did you get the idea for your book?The idea for the book grew out of my doctoral dissertation, which wasa study of the role of the press in New England during the Revolution. Ihave known since childhood that I was interested in the AmericanRevo lution. So I knew that something related to that would be the topicof my dissertation. Don Higginbotham, the Revolutionary War special‐ist at the University of North Carolina, had a stack of index cards in hisdesk that contained topics that he thought would be good ones but notones that he wanted to research himself. One of those cards referencedpicking up a study of the press where Arthur Schlesinger had stoppedin Prelude to Independence. That idea intrigued me, and that launchedme on my research path about the role of newspapers during the Amer ‐ican Revolution.Q: Tell us about the research you did for your book — What were your
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sources, how did you research your book, how long did you spend, andso forth?Obviously, the research for this book took place over many years. Icompleted my dissertation in 1989 and finished the book in 2013.There were a number of related projects in between the two big ones.Throughout the entire research process I read many newspapers onmicrofilm, but I also read many originals. I did research at the AmericanAntiquarian Society on two occasions and also at the Library of Con ‐gress, the Library Company of Philadelphia, and a number of state his‐torical association libraries. I always read the newspapers first andthen looked for other materials related to the newspapers and theRevo lution so that I focused on the content of the newspapers ratherthan content in letters and other documents related to the press. Iwanted to see what the newspapers said and then see what commentswere made about things that influenced the newspaper content and re ‐actions to the newspaper content.Q: Besides the sources you used, were there any others you wish youhad been able to examine?I looked at as many newspapers as possible, but it would have beengreat to see all of them. Of course, all of them have not survived — sothat would not be possible. I also wish that the people who actuallyworked on the newspapers had left more documents so that it would bepossible to see what they thought and how they worked in more detail.Finding letters and other materials by the printers in the 18th centuryis very difficult and almost impossible in some cases.Q: What were the challenges you faced in researching your book?The biggest challenge was accessing the newspapers because many arejust available in archives, and even the online ones aren’t always easilyavailable. Also, the gaps in coverage, because of missing newspapers,could produce some issues in trying to gain a full sense of what was
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being printed and why. And the fact that it took weeks for news to trav‐el from one end of the colonies to the other made it somewhat compli‐cated to compare the impact from colony to colony.Q: What new insights does your book provide?When one thinks about the American Revolution, it is really surprisingthat the colonies hung together for so many years until Great Britaingot tired and quit. My book shows the role of the newspapers in thatprocess. It shows how the colonials kept in touch with what was goingon hundreds of miles away. This knowledge kept them engaged and ex ‐cited about the possibilities of what a victory in the Revolution wouldbring to them.Q: What findings most surprised you?I was really surprised by how much stuff got reprinted throughout thecolonies. There were pieces that originated in Massachusetts that gotpublished in Georgia, and this happened over and over again. I was alsoa bit surprised at how crucial newspapers proved to be in relation to ul ‐ti mate victory. I assumed that newspapers would provide lots of infor‐mation and thus would be important, but I did not think they would beso essential in keeping people engaged in the conflict. I had never real‐ly thought about the impact of distance on people’s interest in the warand how the newspapers would overcome that problem.Q: What advice would you give to people in our field who are consider‐ing doing a book in JMC history?I would encourage people considering writing a book in JMC history todo a sort of preliminary project to test the waters about the topic theyare interested in exploring. I would also encourage them to immersethemselves in the media they are studying as much as possible and tonot reach any conclusions until they have done that for awhile.
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